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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! With our load data you can search by caliber, bullet weight, powder, powder manufacturer or a combination of all four. Search over 305,305 loads! Metallic Search Shotgun Search Browse all Metallic Calibers or Shotgun
Gauges The .45 Auto Does it All Bench Topics John Haviland / Wolfe Publishing Co. 10/30/2014 My niece recently made a steal of a buy on a barely used Colt Lightweight Commander .45 Auto. Of course, she came to show me the pistol, and the conversation quickly turned to what
ammunition she... Read More New Tools, Powder, Bullets and Books Bench Topics Richard Mann / Wolfe Publishing Co. 2/5/2009 I just returned from the 2009 SHOT show, where several interesting new products were revealed. Soon these items will be in hand, and we’ll have a better
idea of just how well they work. For now,... Read More Improved Cartridges Tech Tips Ron Spomer / Wolfe Publishing Co. 7/30/2006 You hear a lot of talk about “improved” cartridges, which are standard factory cartridges that have been “blown out” and had their shoulders “sharpened” or
flattened, usually to 35 or 40 degrees.... Read More Loads for the .30 Carbine Load Development John Haviland / Wolfe Publishing Co. 3/6/2018 When I first met my wife-to-be, Gail’s father had an Underwood M1 .30 Carbine and several shelves stacked with World War II surplus
ammunition to go with it. On Saturday drives in the hills, I took... Read More © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Home > Shooting and Hunting > Books Reloading is enjoyed by thousands of shooters. You'll save money on ammo, make types not available from commercial firms,
customize ammo for your gun, and maybe get an older gun shooting again. It's a great hobby the entire family can enjoy. This section of the web site gives you some basics. The Speer® Reloading Manual has complete instruction—pick up a copy and you'll be loading like a veteran in no
time. The original bible of reloading and still the Number One reference for reloaders, the Speer Reloading Manual #14 contains 1150 pages of how-to information, with charts, illustrations, and photographs. The manual also offers bullet data, detailed ballistic tables, bullet energy and
velocity tables, special techniques sections, a problem solving section and much more. This is an indispensable tool for every reloader's bench. ImageHousecodeSupplier codeRRPPriceOnhandGK0204SPR-9515£44.99£39.99In stock Click & Collect Checking Stock for: Page 2 Home >
Shooting and Hunting > Books Reloading is enjoyed by thousands of shooters. You'll save money on ammo, make types not available from commercial firms, customize ammo for your gun, and maybe get an older gun shooting again. It's a great hobby the entire family can enjoy. This
section of the web site gives you some basics. The Speer® Reloading Manual has complete instruction—pick up a copy and you'll be loading like a veteran in no time. The original bible of reloading and still the Number One reference for reloaders, the Speer Reloading Manual #14 contains
1150 pages of how-to information, with charts, illustrations, and photographs. The manual also offers bullet data, detailed ballistic tables, bullet energy and velocity tables, special techniques sections, a problem solving section and much more. This is an indispensable tool for every
reloader's bench. ImageHousecodeSupplier codeRRPPriceOnhandGK0204SPR-9515£44.99£39.99In stock Click & Collect Checking Stock for: Page 3 Home > Shooting and Hunting > Books Reloading is enjoyed by thousands of shooters. You'll save money on ammo, make types not
available from commercial firms, customize ammo for your gun, and maybe get an older gun shooting again. It's a great hobby the entire family can enjoy. This section of the web site gives you some basics. The Speer® Reloading Manual has complete instruction—pick up a copy and you'll
be loading like a veteran in no time. The original bible of reloading and still the Number One reference for reloaders, the Speer Reloading Manual #14 contains 1150 pages of how-to information, with charts, illustrations, and photographs. The manual also offers bullet data, detailed ballistic
tables, bullet energy and velocity tables, special techniques sections, a problem solving section and much more. This is an indispensable tool for every reloader's bench. ImageHousecodeSupplier codeRRPPriceOnhandGK0204SPR-9515£44.99£39.99In stock Click & Collect Checking
Stock for: The original bible of reloading has now been updated with several new loads and other information to keep reloaders informed. The Speer Reloading Manual #14 is now available and represents years of fine-tuning loads and meticulous testing. This year’s edition is our largest
volume yet. It contains hundreds of pagesof how-to information with charts, illustrations and photographs. Find over 9,000 powder loads, plus bullet data and detailed ballistic tables. Also included are special technique sections, a problem solving section and a whole lot more. “The Speer
Reloading Manual is the most current, in-depth and complete book available,” said Ammunition Brand Manger Rick Stoeckel. “We do an unbelievable amount of research and load development ourselves to ensure we’re giving reloaders the most accurate information available.” The new
manual is an indispensable tool for every reloader’s bench. In an age of automation and mass production, reloaders relish the satisfaction that comes only to those who create. Veterans and those just getting started can let the Speer Reloading Manual #14 be their guide as they create the
perfect load for that special firearm, hunt or target set. Available in 2008: Part No.Description 9515Speer Reloading Manual #14 For more information on the Speer Reloading Manual #14, or the rest of the Speer Bullets lineup, visit www.speer-bullets.com Messages 475 Reactions 726 My
Speer #10 doesn't have reload data for the 357 Sig - I was hoping to get early Speer data from #11 and compare it to my #14 manual. If you have the Speer #11 reload manual and can help it would be great! Messages 1,066 Reactions 1,117 I don't think #11 has 357 Sig Found this Last
Edited: Nov 29, 2019 Messages 475 Reactions 726 You're correct... I stumbled onto a neighbors copy of #12 tonight & it's not included there either. #12 was published in 1994 as was the spec on 357 sig. I guess Speer #13 may be the first place it may appear. Messages 154 Reactions 267
I'm looking at my Speer #11, and there is no data for the .357 SIG. My Speer 11 is First Printing 1987. Wiki says the .357 SIG was introduced in 1994. Messages 475 Reactions 726 I found the page linked below with 124g GD data posted, and the Min/Max charges based on velocity match
up with the Speer #14 data on 125g GD recipes. I thought they would be slightly different, but it appears initial data gathering was good enough and they pulled it forward. Messages 175 Reactions 441 In case it helps, Speer #15 is the same as Dyjital's #14 page, except that they removed
HS-7. Whether that was for a good reason or not, don't know. I didn't see where you specified a powder you're using, so thought I'd mention it. Reactions: Dyjital
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